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For n 2 2 an (n - I)-parameter real process V,,, called stochastic volume, is defined. This process is an 
extension to higher dimensions of L&y’s stochastic area which is obtained from V,, by setting n = 2. For 
V,, a Strassen-type functional law of the iterated logarithm is proved by making use of large deviations 
techniques. 
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1. Introduction 
Let lQ+ = CO, +a). Paul L&y (1940) initiated the study of the so-called area process 
L(r) =; I 
I 
W,(s) WAdsI - W,(s)W,(ds) , PER+, 
0 > 
where W = { W(s) = ( W,(s), W,(s)): s EL@+} is a Wiener process on a complete 
probability space (a, 3, P), as a stochastic analogue of the formula yielding the 
area contained in a lens-shaped domain. Several extensions of this process to higher 
dimensions already exist in the literature (e.g., Bethuet, 1986, and Helmes and 
Schwane, 1983). Our extension is based on the simple remark that, in R2, such a 
lens-shaped domain can be viewed as a cone. Indeed, in R”, let V,(t) be the stochastic 
analogue of the volume of a cone, where W is now a (n - I)-parameter Wiener 
process; V, = { Vn(t): t E F-t:-‘} is our extension to higher dimensions of L&y’s 
stochastic area process {L(t): t E W,} which we shall examine subsequently. It is to 
be expected that proofs for several-parameter processes will be technically difficult 
and will use complicated notation. 
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In Section 2 we construct, in two different ways, the stochastic volume V,, 
associated with the (n - 1)-parameter Wiener process W in R”. Our main results 
are given in Sections 3 and 4, where we use large deviations techniques, similar to 
those in Baldi (1986), to prove a Strassen-type functional law of the iterated logarithm 
for V,. 
The following notations and conventions are adopted throughout: (0, 9, P) is a 
complete probability space on which are defined all random variables considered. 
Let k E N = {1,2,. . .}. For every x = (x1,. . . , xk) and y = (y,, . . . , yk), (x, y) is the 
scalar product in Rk and 1x1 stands for Euclidean norm; further, x + y = 
(x,+y ,,..., x,+yk), xy=(x,y ,,..., Xk_vk), xy=(x?;‘)..., x2), and x/y= 
(X,/Y,, . . . > xk/yk). Rk is partially ordered by setting x s y if, and only if, xi =% y, for 
everyie{l,..., k}; if x s y then [x, y] stands for nr=, [xi, y,]. Next, if C c { 1, . . . , k} 
and t=(t I,..., t,)ER:, then tc standsfor(&:iEC). c={l,...,k}\C. Forevery 
tER+, g is the point whose coordinates are all equal to t. Let now to = (ty, . . . , t”,) E 
rW$ and let X = {X(t): t~fR:} be a k-parameter process. The restriction of X to 
{t E R:: ti = ty, i E C} is denoted by ‘:X. X f Y means that the random variables 
X and Y have the same probability distribution. Finally, every symbol with a hat 
is omitted. 
2. Construction of the stochastic volume 
In this section we construct, by two different methods, the stochastic volume V,,. 
For n = 3, we show that either construction leads to a version of the same process. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
Let n 2 2 be a positive integer and let V,,(t), t E IL!;-‘, be the volume of a cone K[ t] 
with vertex 9 and basis the portion r[ t] = {r(s). . s E [Q, t]} of a parametrized surface 
s H T(s) = (T,(s), . . . , T,,(s)) E R”, s E W:-‘, of class C”-‘. Then 
(2.1) 
where S, is the set of all permutations (T = (a(l), . . . , c(n)) of { 1, . . . , n}, E, is the 
signature of u E S,,, and 
rv,,,(u, 9.. . , w-1) JJ* au__ n %(u,, _ . . , u,-~) du, . . . du,_,; 
I 1 
in particular 
V2(fl) =; (I 
‘1 
r,(u,V’,(du,) - 
0 I 
11 
r,(u,)r,(du,) . 
0 > 
(2.2) 
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Further, for every n 23 and every u = (u,, . . . , u,_,) E rW:-‘, set 
mu) = [“)tm2 . . . J”’ c,c,,(a,, . . ., a,_,, ue,) 
0 0 
nm’ dT,,,, 
XFl -(a, 7.. 
;=2 au,_, 
. , an-2, u,_,) da, . * . da,_:. 
Moreover, for every kg{l,...,n-2}, Put .Tk={i=(i,,...,ik)ENk: 
ISi,<.* .<i,~n-2). Now, for every i=(i,,...,ik)EFk and every t= - 
(t ,,..,, t,_,)~tlXT~‘, put (i)=(i, ,..., ih} and [(1, t](‘,=~mi,i,[O,tm], where (i)= 
(1,. . . , n - l}\(i). By virtue of the formula of integration by parts in Dozzi (1989, 
p. 66-67), we have 
n-2 
Z’,‘(t)= c 1 (-l)n-2-k 
h=l rt.7, 
n-1-k 
X a cTcnro 
au,...~i,...~,...au,~, (w) Fl dq, 
ie(i) I +(-l)+’ J J “_I . . . ‘hu,, ‘. G,) 0 0 
n I 
X a hn, 
au, . . + au,-, (u, 7.. . 3 
u,_,) du, . . . dun_, (2.3) 
(‘~~%(UGd = g(h), um)); in particular 
J ‘2 G(f,, f2) = arc,,,, “fY(f,, uz)-au2 (t,, ~2) duz 0 ‘2 _ JJ 0 0 ‘If;‘@,, u;,$$(u,, u2) du, du,. I 2 
By summing over u in (2.3), we obtain 
Vn(t) = yi: ,;_ (-1)--k J - (‘(~“V,_,(u~). ‘oIT(du& 
I LQ,ll”’ 
n-l 
+- n (-1)“-2 
‘,I? I 
X I J . . . ‘&,(u ,,..., u,_,),T(du ,,.. .,du,_,)), nz3, (2.4) 0 0 
where c+, =((-l)“-‘VA_,, . . . , (-1)““-“Vi_,, . . . , VZ_,); here Vi-,(., u,_,), Jo 
(1,. f ., n>, 4-l E [w+, is the analogue of V,( *) associated with 
r’(., u,-,) = (&,,(.> u-1), . . . , c,(n-,)(., %-,I), 
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with T~=(T~(~),..., rj(n-1)) defined by T, =(2,. . . , n), Tj=(j+l,...,n, 
1 ,..., j-1)for2~j~:-l,and~,=(1,...,n-l).Inparticular 
where cz;= (Vi, V:, V:). 
2.2. First method of construction 
Let W={W(t)=(W,(t),..., W,,(t)): tER:P’}bean(n-l)-parameterWienerpro- 
cess in R”. In the sequel 9, denotes the completion of the u-field U( W(s): s E [CI, t]). 
Further, let r be replaced by W in (2.2) and (2.3). {V,,(t): t E lRyP’} so obtained is 
a (n - 1)-parameter process. It remains to give a precise sense to the integrals 
occuring in the expression of V,,(t). For this purpose, we need a result from Cairoli 
and Walsh (1975, p. 173) which is stated here in a general form: 
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 t ER:, let X =(X(t): t E R”;} be a measurable, %,-adapted 
k-parameter process, and let C c { 1, . . . , k} be such that 
5 E[(‘yX(u,))‘] n du, < +a. [?,r:.l , F c 
Then, for every t S t’, 
E 
(5 
I ” cX(u,) +W(du,) 5, 
1o.r:’ I I ) 
= 
I KLlF.1 
E( “.X(u,)l SC,,, ,,,_J ‘c. W(du?). 0 
We begin by showing that the expressions 
V*(t,) =; W,(u,) W,(du,) - 
I 
‘I 
Wz(u,)W,(du,) , t,cR+, 
> 0 
and 
(2.5) 
(%;ct, , ~21, WC&, du2)) 
‘2 ‘I 
_ II <cab,, u,), W(du,,dd) , (t,, b)ER:, (2.6) 0 0 
are well-defined, where qz = ( Vi, V:, V:) and 
%(u,, u*) =; 
(I 
UI 
w,,,,,(a,, u2) WT,ddal, 4 
0 
_ w7ic2j(a,, u2) W,ic,l(dal, 4 
> 
, 
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j~{I,2,3), (u,, U&R:. Indeed, the integrals in Vz(t,) are defined as It8 integrals 
and therefore (2.5) is Levy’s stochastic area process associated with the Wiener 
process W = ( W, , W,). For every u2 E R, and every j E { 1,2,3}, V:(. , u2) is an It6 
integral as well. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, {V:(u), 9,,, : u E R:} is a martingale. Since 
Vi is square integrable, the corollary of the theorem in Bakry (1979, p. 173) implies 
the existence of a right-continuous version of Vi. Hence the integrals in V, can be 
defined in the sense of Cairoli and Walsh (1975). 
Let us note that for every t,~ R+\(O) and every jc {1,2,3}, V$(. , t2)/t2 is Levy’s 
stochastic area process associated with the Wiener process 
(K,U,(.> tz)lJi;, W*,,,,(., tz)lJ?I). 
Vii, given by (2.6), represents the stochastic volume process and is taken as the 
analogue of Levy’s area process (2.5) in dimension three. 
Finally, for n 24, we define the stochastic volume by the recurrence formula 
J (‘01 pn-,( u&, ‘1,) W(dufi)) [WI”’ 
n-1 
+- n (-l)nmz 
where 
‘,,-I 
X J J . . . “(kh,. . , u,-11, W(du,, . . . , dun-,)), 0 0 
en-, = ((-l)+‘v:_,, . . . ) (-l)‘(n~;)VJ,-,, . . . , vt-,); 
here VA-,( *, t,_,)/(t,_,)(nm’)‘2, jE{l,. . . , n}, t,_, E R+\(O), is the stochastic volume 
process associated with the (n -2)-parameter Wiener process 
UK&,)(., &-1)/K,. . ., WT,(A,(., LI)lJm 
in R”-‘. The stochastic integrals occuring in the expression of V,,(t) are defined in 
the sense of Cairoli and Walsh (1975). 
The following simple result concerns time change. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {M(t), %$: t E Iw:} be a continuous strong L,-martingale and 
{X(t): t E R:} a measurable and %,-adapted k-parameter process satisfying ‘A J J ‘I . . . E(X(u,, . . . , u,))*(M)(du,, . . . , dnk) < +a, 0 0 
foreueryt=(t,,...,tk)EIW:, where (M) denotes the quadratic variation of M. Then, 
forevery t=(t ,,..., &)E(W:, IL J J ‘I . . . X(u,, . f. 3 uk)M(du,, . . . > d&c)0 0 1 
J J 
I = . . . x”‘( uj, . .. , u,)M”‘(du,, . . . , dn,), 
0 0 
where Y”‘( ul, . . , uk) = Y( t, ul, . . . , tkuk) for every process y q 
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Next, we need a result from Karatzas and Shreve (1988, p. 55 and 118). 
Lemma 2.3. Let X = {X(t): t E R:} be a k-parameter process and assume that there 
exist three positive constants (Y, p, and C such that, for every (s, t) E W: x Rt, 
E(~X(s)-X(t)J”)SC~s-t~k+? 
Then X admits a continuous version. 0 
For V,,(t) we obtain: 
Proposition 2.4. 7’he following hold: 
(i) (symmetry). For every tElF!:-‘, -V,(t) 2 V,(t), na2. 
(ii) (scaling). For every t E lR:-‘, n 2 2, and c = (c,, . . , c,_,) E (0, +~3)“~‘, 
v, (ct) 2 nfi’ c, 
( ) 
n/2 
VI?(~). 
,=I 
(iii) {V,(t), 9, : t E R:P’}, n 3 2, is a continuous L,-martingale. 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of the fact that -V,, is the stochastic volume associated 
with the (n - 1)-parameter Wiener process @ = (- W, , Wz, . . . , W,,). (ii) follows 
from Lemma 2.2 and the scaling property of the multiparameter Wiener process. 
(iii) follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3. 0 
2.3. Second method of construction 
Let us now turn our attention to another method of constructing the stochastic 
volume. For this purpose, let us write (2.1) under the form 
‘I 
C,c,,(u,, . . . , %-,I 
x ii T,,(,,(U,, 
r=2 
Replacing r by W, we obtain the formal expression 
vn(t)=~c,~s e, 
I 
J J “-I *. . ‘I W,,,,(u, 2 . . . I ,/ 0 0 
. . , ) ui-2, dut-,y ui, 
W-1) 
..> %-I). 
n 
x n W,,i,(Ul, . . . , u-2, dui_,, ui,. . . , u,_,). (2.7) 
,=2 
Combining the constructions in Yor (1976, pp. 125-127) and in Guyon and Prum 
(1980, p. 2.9) one can construct a continuous L,-martingale J,...,, with respect to 
a k-parameter Wiener process in [Wk, W = ( W,, . . . , W,), such that 
Jw,...w,(du,, . . . , duk) = fl W,(u,, . . . , ui_,, dui, u,+,, . . . , uk). 
r=, 
Therefore the expression (2.7) is well defined; in particular 
(2.8) 
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One may ask whether the two methods of construction of the stochastic 
lead to the same process. We have: 
249 
volume 
Proposition 2.5. The two-parameter processes defined by (2.6) and (2.8) are versions 
of the same process. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the so-called Green’s stochastic formula 
given in Cairoli and Walsh (1975, Theorem 6.1, p. 150). 0 
Remarks. (i) We conjecture that we have the same result as in Proposition 2.5 for 
n 3 4. To prove this conjecture one has to generalize the so-called Green’s stochastic 
formula. (ii) The second method leads to a process with a simpler expression. But 
the first one has the advantage of expressing V,, in terms of V,_,; for example, V, 
is expressed in terms of Levy’s stochastic area process V,. 
3. Large deviations estimates 
This section deals with Ventsel and Freidlin’s estimates (Ventsel and Freidlin, 1970) 
for the stochastic volume V,. 
Let (S, 6) be an arbitrary metric space. In the sequel %‘n,k (resp. %‘“) stands for 
the set of all continuous functions from [O, 11” to R” (resp. S) endowed with the 
topology induced by the uniform convergence norm Ij.II (resp. distance d). Further, 
let %2k = {f E %“,h: f vanishes on the axes}, 
H m,k = f E %??h: f absolutely continuous and ahf 
aa, ’ . ’ du, 
E L”([O, l]“, KY) . 
For every f E Hm,k, we put 
Let us consider the map x: Z”‘,’ + [0, +CO] defined by 
forf E Hm,h, 
otherwise, 
and an arbitrary map F: H”.” + @,‘. Let also A : %s,k + [0, +CO] be the map defined 
by 
A(g)= +oo 1 inf{i( f ): F(f) = g} for F-‘({g}) # 0, otherwise. 
For every Bore1 set A c %m.k (resp. %S,k) we put 
(3.1) 
A(A) = inf l(f) resp. A (A) = inf A(g) 
> 
. (3.2) 
/EA &?tA 
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Now, let W = { W(t) = ( W,(t), . . . , W,(t)): t E iw:} be a k-parameter Wiener process 
in [Wm. Further, let {X’ = {X’(t): t E rW:>: E E [w+\(O)} be an arbitrary family of 
k-parameter processes in S. In order to prove large deviations properties for this 
family we need the following regularity conditions: 
(Hl) For every QE[W+, the restriction of F to i(a) ={f~ H’“,k: x(f)~ a} is 
continuous. 
(H2) For every (R, p, a) E rW:, there exists ( E(,, LY) E (Iw+\{O})’ such that, for every 
f~ K(a) and E E (0, E,,], 
Theorem 3.1. Assume (Hl) and (H2). Then the following hold: 
(i) A is lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) For every a E [w, K(a) = {g E %s,k : A(g) G a} is compact in %‘“3”. 
(iii) For every open set A c (es,“, 
lim_Ef s2 log P(X’ E A)> -A(A), 
and, for every closed set B c (es,“, 
lim:tp E’ log P(X’ E B) 4 -A(B). 
Proof. Similar to that given in Doss and Priouret (1983, p. 363) for k = 1. 0 
From now on S = [w. For our purpose we consider V, viewed as a Wiener functional 
F( W) (i.e., F is a measurable function from %73,2 to %‘,2) and, forf= (f, ,f2,f3) E H’,2 
and every t = (t, , t2) E R:, 
Let us remark that e3V3 = F(eW). To apply Theorem 3.1 to {E’V,: E E Iw+\{O}}, it
suffices to verify conditions (Hl) and (H2). 
Lemma 3.2. (Hl) is satisfied. 
Proof. Let aE(W+, f Ed?, and let {f”: n E N} be a sequence in Z?(a) such that 
lim ,,++cn ]lf” --fit = 0. We have to show that limn_+oc, IIF - F(f)11 = 0. It is easy 
to see that, for every t = (t,, t2) E [0, l]“, 
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(a) Proof of lim,,,, llJr,,,jl = 0. We have 
By using the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz, we see that the double integral is s2a. 
‘krefore llJT,,,ll s 2df~,,~-.L,~,~ll ~%f” -./II. So lim,,++, 11JY,,,ll =O. 
(b) Proof of lim,,,, /J;,~,\( = 0. We have 
IJ;,Af)l 
‘2 ‘I 
+ Ii J KG, -.Lc2,)(% 3 a2G3, 0 0 uJf;,c,,(u,, u2,,,@,, ~2) du, du2 1 2 
‘2 ‘1 
+ II J (f<Z,2, 0 0 -&2,)(u,, u2)$$(u,,u2)~(u,,u2) du,du, . 1 2 
so, 
for /I&,)(( s 4%. Therefore limn_+m l(J&,l)I = 0. 
(c) Proof of limn++m II J_~,cll = 0. The proof is similar to that of part (b) and is 
omitted. 
Hence lim,,,, II~W)-~(f)/l=0. q 
Let us turn now to condition (H2). We need two auxiliary lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let W = { W(r) = ( W,(t), W,(t), W,(t)): t E 62:) be a two-parameter 
Wiener process in Iw3. Then, for every (R, a, p) E Iw:, there exists cy E Iw+\{O} such that 
P(llF(EW+f)--F(f)ll~~, II~WlI<~)~exp(-Rl~2). 
Proof. For every t = (t, , t2) E W:, we have 
F(eW+f J(t)- F(f)(t) 
=2F(W)+f c EC7 
Wt.& 
e4,JXW,f)(t)+e i: -V(W,f)(t) , 
i=4 > 
where 
‘I ‘2 
JI( Wf )(t) = JJ WC,,,(U,, u2) a&*, -_(u,, ~2) %du,, dud du,, 0 0 au, 
WTC,,(U,, u2) 
dfvc3, 
-(u,, ~2) %,,(du,, ~2) du2, 
au2 
-‘Y( Kf )(t) = LcI,(u,, u2Vw w (du,, dud, ml) <r(Z) 
‘2 ‘I 
JT( w,f)(t) = JJ 4Lc2, afrc3, 0 0 W,c,,(u,, u,)y-+, u,)-&~, , ~2) du, du2, I 2 ‘I JJ ‘2 -c( Wf )(t) = 0 0 &,,(U,, u2,$54, u2)w,(3)(“,, du2) du,, I ‘2 ‘I G( Wf )(t) = JJ 0 0 .Lc,,(u,, u:)~(u,, U2)Wm(du,, ~2) de. 2 
It follows that 
P(JJF(&W+f)-F(f)ll~p,IIEWJJ~cY) 
~P(F31JF(W)l14P, llEWII<Q) 
+; P f E2 1 J:‘(W,f) 
r=, ( II <IfI s, /I 
SfP, ll&Wll <a) 
+; P j & 1 J:‘(W,f) 
i=4 ( /I <,rtS1 II ZfP, IWll-) 
G P(E’llF( W)ll ZSP, II&WI <a) 
+ i c e211Jx Wf)ll aib, II&W <a) i=, ,,rrSz 
+; c ~~~llJ:r~W,f~ll~~P,lI~~II~~~ 
i=4 rrt.Sa 
=A,+A,+A,. 
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(a) Majoration of A,. We have 
In view of the so-called Green stochastic formula (Cairoli and Walsh, 1975, 
Theorem 6.1, p. 150), for every t = (1,) f2) E [0, I]“, we have 
Iz ‘I 
II 
K,,,(u,, U?)JW,,,,,,,lz,(du,, dud 
0 0 
= ‘y’( 
I 
'2 11 TV, dWrm(f,,dd- JJ "f;'(u,, 4 W,ddu,, ), P-w0 0 0 
wheref;‘( tl , u2) = 52 W,,,,(a, , UJ Wc,c2,(da,, 4. Therefore it suffices to bound from 
above 
P &3 
( Ill' f;'(. , 4Wrc3,(. , du,) 0 I/ 
+P E3 ( liJJ .G(%, ~z)W,~,,(du,,W ah  IIEWI~<~ 0 0 II ) 
=B,fB,. 
(al) Majorution oJB,. Let 6 E R+\(O) be arbitrary. For every tz E [O, 11, put 
D”( t,, 6, E) = 
{ 
t, E [O, 1 J: g2 sup If;‘(r,, UJ > 5 
04 UIS rI 1 
and 
infD”(t2,6,c) forD”(t2,6,E)ZC3, 
Tlz = 
1 otherwise. 
For every fixed f2 E [0, 11, T,? is a stopping time with respect to the filtration 
P&G t, E [0, 11). We have 
4+s~;, I~~~~~(~,,.~)~,,,,(r,,du,)l “&& VI) 
+P inf ~,,Z~,IIEW(I”=(Y 
OS,>_, > 
By virtue of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, 
1 J '2 E3 f,"(min(t,, T,,), 4 W,t3 (f,,du2), E: tc W, 11' 0 1 
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is a continuous L,-martingale with 2-quadratic variation bounded by E2S2t, t2, for 
every f = (t,, t2) E [0, 13’. The exponential estimate in Mishura (1987, Theorem 1, 
p. 276) implies 
2e 
C,s-- 
e-l [ ( -4e y2 exp 3.5262(2e+ 1) > ( + exp -4e y2 9s2a2(2e+ 1) )I ’ (3.3) 
where y = $p. 
Further, there exists 6 = 6(R, p) such that the right term of (3.3) is less than 
& exp(-R/e’) for every 8 E [0, 11. For 6 so chosen, let /3 E [w+\(O) be arbitrary and 
put, for every t, E [0, 11, 
t,E[O,ll:~ sup I~,c,,(~,,t,)l>~ 
I>SU,S,, 1 
and 
infG”(t,,&&) forG”(t,,p,s)#@, 
rll = 
1 otherwise. 
By the same techniques as above, we have 
C+P(&2:P! II:’ 
W,,r,(n,, min(t2, T,,)) Wrc2ddul, td 3 S 
I > 
+P(II&W(IBp, IIEWI1<(Y)=D,+02. 
In view of Theorem 1 in Mishura (1987, p. 276), and by reasoning as above, we obtain 
2e 
D,S---- 
e-l [ ( -4eS2 -4eS' exp 3E2p2(2e+ 1) +exp > ( 9a2/3*(2e+ 1) I . (3.4) 
Choose now p = p( R, S) such that the right term of (3.4) is less than & exp( -R/ E2) 
for every E E (0, 11. Next, for (Y < /?, we have D2 = 0. Therefore, there exists LY = ~‘1 <p 
such that, for every E E (0, 11, 
B, <$ exp(-R/E’). (3.5) 
(a2) Majoration of B2. Let 6 E R+\(O) be arbitrary. We have 
+P(~211~ll~~,Il~Wll<~)=~,+E2. 
In view of the exponential estimates in Dozzi (1989, Proposition 7, p. 114) we have 
(3.6) 
where y = &p. 
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Choose now 6 = 6(R, p) such that the right member of (3.6) is less than 
& exp(-R/E2), for every F E (0, 11. For 6 so chosen, in view of the argument used 
to bound from above CT, there exists (Y = aQ < S such that E,c& exp(-R/e*) for 
every e E (0, 11. So, for (Y = a:, we obtain 
Bz<&exp(-R/c’). (3.7) 
Finally, for LI = (Y, = min(cuj, cry), (3.5) and (3.7) imply that, for every F E (0, I], 
A,s6(Aexp(-R/~~))=$exp(-R/E*). (3.8) 
(b) Mujorution of A?. We have 
A,= C C F:‘, 
we ST I = 1 
where 
F:‘=P(~~)lJ:r(w,f)Jl~i~~~, (leWJ(<cr), i=l,2,3. 
(b,) Mujoration of Fy. For every t = (t,, t2) E [0, l]‘, 
1, ‘2 
“T( Yf)(t) = JJ WTCI,(U,, u2) 0 0 
The stochastic Fubini’s Theorem in Kailath, Segall and Zakai (1978, Theorem 1, 
p. 139) implies that 
11 ‘2 
J J (I ‘2 J;‘( Yf)(t) = w,,c,,(u,, ~dKw(~,,d~~) 0 0 Cl > 
a*.& 
x-(u,, a) da du,. 
au, auz 
so 
h’f(Wf)ll~2~ 
111' 
Wrc,,(., u,), W,,,,(-,du,) 
0 
therefore we obtain 
F;‘sP F’ 
( IIJ’ W,c,,(-, 4 %x)(-r dud 2 ~/(28Jz), ((Ew]( <a 0 II 
In view of the argument used to bound from above Cz, there exists (Y = a!; such 
that, for every E E (0, 11, 
Fys$exp(-R/~~). (3.9) 
(b,) Major&on of FT. F2 can be bounded from above by the same techniques. 
Therefore, there exists LY = (Y;’ such that, for every e E (0, 11, 
F;‘~&exp(-R/e*). (3.10) 
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(b,) Majoration of F;, f being of bounded variation, the integration by parts 
formula in Dozzi (1989, p. 67) yields, for every t = (t,, tz) E (0, I]‘, 
=J;r(l)(f)Jw,,,,,w,,,, ( )-~‘*Jw~,,.~~w~.,,,(~,,u,)~(,,, uJdu2 
0 2 
i 
‘I 
_ J w~,~>,w,,~~,(~I, 
0 
~2?5%, 3 t2) du, 
‘2 ‘I 
+ 
II 
J w,,,,,wr,zI (UI 9 u2) 
a*.fA, 
p(ul 3 
0 0 au, au, 
~2) du, duz. 
so, 
II J;( W.f)ll =z 4all Jw,,,,,w,,,~$ 
But the so-called Green’s stochastic formula (Cairoli and Walsh, 1975, Theorem 
6.1, p. 150) implies 
J w,,,,,W<rt2i(f) = I’ Kdf,, ~2) W,m,(t, , du2) 
0 
_ 
Wlrc2du,, u2) W,ddu,, du2) P-a.s. 
So, by the arguments used to bound from above C2 and E,, we obtain that there 
exists LY = ay such that, for every B E (0, 11, 
FI;s&exp(-R/E’). (3.11) 
Next, by taking (Y = a2 = min(a,, LY;, a:) and by combining (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), 
we have, for every F E (0, 11, 
A2~6(&exp(-R/~2))=$exp(-R/~2). 
(c) Majoration of A,. We have 
(3.12) 
where 
G:‘=P(F~~J~(W,~)~~~~~,IIEW(I<(Y), i=4,5,6. 
(c,) Majoration of CT. We have 
lIJ4”~~f~ll~~~ll~~~~~ll~~~ll~ll. 
so, 
G~~P(IIEWII~~/(~~~),IIEW((<LY). 
By taking CI = a$ < p/(28a), we obtain G,” = 0 for every B E (0, 11. 
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(cJ Major&ion of G;. For every t = (t,, tz) E (0, 112, we have 
J’;( Wf)(t) 
Let us point out that the interchange of the deterministic integral and the stochastic 
integral can be justified by Theorem 1 in Kailath, Segall and Zakai (1978, p. 139). 
Therefore we obtain 
llG(w,.I-)]I s2v5 
IIS’ 
J;Ft,,(-, ~~)Wr&-,duz) . 
0 /I 
It follows that there exists LY = LYE such that, for every E E (0, 11, Gy = 0. 
(c3) Mujorution ofGg. Gg can be examined by the same techniques used in (c2). 
So, there exists Q = a.7 such that, for every E E (0, 11, Gg = 0. 
Next, by taking (Y = (Ye = min(cY;, aI;, al”), we have, for every F E (0, 11, 
A3=0. (3.13) 
Finally, by taking (Y = min(cu,, a>, a3), (3.8), (3.12), and (3.13) imply that, for 
every F E (0, 11, 
P(IIF(EW+~)-FF(~)II~~,IIFU/II<LY)C~~~(-R/E”). Cl 
We are now ready to verify condition (H2). 
Lemma 3.4. (H2) is sutisjied. 
Proof. LetfEE and put A’=(IIF(FW)-F(~)~~~~,I~EW--~~I<(Y), 
W’ = w -1, 
E 
Then the Girsanov formula (Dozzi, 1989, p. 89) asserts that W’ is a two-parameter 
Wiener process under the probability measure Q’ defined by 
-(u,, u2), W(du,, du2) 
Therefore, 
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Let y E Iw be arbitrary. We have 
P(A’) d 
I A’n(V’wq,(y/~~)) 
ex~(-~~“‘~“‘(~(u,,U;), Widu,,dd) 
+K(f) 
~ dQ’ 
E2 > 
+ P( V’ a exp( y/E*)) 
~exp((a+y)/~*)Q~(A~)fexp((a-7)/E*). (3.14) 
Choose now y = y(R, p, a) such that exp(( (Y - y)/~*) G$exp(-R/E*) for every F E 
(0, 11. Let us note that 
Q’~~‘~=Q’~II~~~~F+f~-~~f~ll~~,II~~FIl~~~. 
For the chosen y, in view of Lemma 3.3, there exists LY such that, for every E E (0, 11, 
exp((a + y)/e*)Q’(A’) of exp(-R/E’). 
By taking EO= 1, we obtain (3.14). 0 
We are now in a position to state the large deviations properties for the stochastic 
volume V,. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, and Theorem 3.1 lead to: 
Theorem 3.5. The following hold: 
(i) A is lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) For every open set A c %“,*, 
lim&f E* log P(E~V~EA)~ -A(A) 
and, for every closed set Bc Z’.“, 
li~_sXpE’~~~P(E~V~FB)~-A(B). 0 
4. Functional law of the iterated logarithm 
Let us apply the above large deviations estimates to prove a Strassen-type functional 
law of the iterated logarithm for V,. We shall adopt the methods used in Baldi 
(1986) and we shall begin by establishing this result for an arbitrary Wiener 
functional. 
Let W = {( W,(t), . . . , W,(t)): t ER:} be a k-parameter Wiener process in Iw”. 
For every u=(u ,,..., u,)~Iw:, put 
i 
log log fi uj 
( > 
k 
for n u,a3, 
,=I I=, 
4(u)= 1 otherwise, 
and Q(U) = (nFL, ui)4(u). Further, let t= {&, : u ELK!:} denote the k-parameter 
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process in %‘n*k defined, for every t E [0, ilk, by 
(U(l) = W(nr)l(@(n))“‘. 
For every separable Banach space S and every k-parameter process {X, : u E R:} 
in S, C(X,: u EL!:) stands for the set of all limit points of {X,,: u E R:} as all 
coordinates of u converge to infinity.With the notations of Section 3 we have (Park, 
1974) the following functional law of the iterated logarithm for the Wiener process: 
Theorem 4.1. The k-parameter process [= {t,,: u E R:} is almost surely refativefy 
compact in %Tk andP(C(&,: uE[W:)=k(k))=l. 0 
Let F(W) be a Wiener functional, with values in Vi”. We want to find sufficient 
conditions for F which guarantee the transfer of the result of Theorem 4.1 to the 
k-parameter process 2 = (2, = F(tu): u E IT:}. Let X’ = F(EW). 
Theorem 4.2. Assume (Hl) and (H2). 7Ien the following hold: 
(i) For every open set AC (eLk, 
1 
‘i,lt’zf+(u) 
-logf’(Z,,~A)>-A(A). 
(ii) For every closed subset B c %“,k, 
1 
li:s:p 4(u) 
-log P(Z,,E B)s-A(B). 
here u + +cO standsfor minls,sk &++a. 
Proof. It suffices to take into account that Z, and F( W/m) have the same law 
and to apply Theorem 3.l(iii) to the family { F( F W): E > 0). 0 
To prove the functional law of the iterated logarithm, we shall use Theorem 4.2 
and the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume (Hl) and (H2). Then, for every CE (1, +a) and EER+\{O}, 
there exists P-a.s. j” = (jy, . . .,j~)~N~suchthat,zfj~j~,thend(Z~~,K(k))<e,where 
d(f; A) = infnca d (f, g) for every A c %“‘. 
Proof. Let K, = {gE Elk: d(g, K(k)) 2 F}. In view of the definition of A( K,), there 
exists a sequence {g, : n EN} in K, such that lim_+_ h(g,) = A(K,). Therefore the 
sequence {A(g,): n EN} is bounded. Since Theorem 3.l(ii) implies that the sets 
K(a), a E R,, are compact, it follows that {g, : n E N} is relatively compact. So, there 
exist a subsequence {gk,, : n EN} of {g, : n EN} and g E K, such that lim,,,, gk,, = g. 
Since h is lower semicontinuous, we have A( K,) S A(g) S limn_+o? A (gk,,) s A (K,). 
Therefore A(g) = A (K,). Since g $ K(k), we have A( K,) > k. Let 8 E [w+\(O) such 
that A(K,) > k+2S. By virtue of Theorem 4.2(ii), for j sufficiently large, we have 
P(Z,, E K, i.o.) = 0. 0 
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In addition to (Hl) and (H2), we need two more conditions. 
(H3) There exists LY E [w+\(O) such that, for every e E R+\(O) and u E R:, 
F(eW(u.)) = E~F( W(u.)) and F( W(u=))(t) = F( W)(U). 
Let A and A be the functions defined by (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, with S = R’. 
(H4) For every E E R+\(O), there exists c, E (1, +m) such that, for every c E (1, c,], 
A(A,,.)z k+2, where 
Lemma 4.4. Assume (Hl)-(H4). Then, fir every e E R+\(O), there exists c, E (1, +a) 
such that, ifcE (1, c,], then 
where 
I,(c) = [&j-l, _c’],, j=(j ,,..., jk)ENh. 
Proof. For every j E N”, put 
II 
1 
Y =.::,p,i (Q(U))“” 
(F(Wu.))-F(W_c’.))) . 
II 
The following inclusions are easy to establish: 
Now, let c, E (1, +CO) (from (H4)) and choose c E (1, +a) such that c~“*E 
(1, min($, cz”“)]. Since lim,,+,( @(,c’)/ @(s’-I))“” = cUk’*, there exists j”E N” such 
that, if j > j”, then (@(s’)/ @(,c’-!))~‘* s 2. Therefore, forj 2 j”, we have { Y 2 E> c 
{&I E A_}. Now, in view of Theorem 4.2(ii), there exists j’ E Nk such that, if j 2 j’, 
then p(Z,1~A,,)~exp[(-A(A,,)+l)4(_c’)]. So, for jamax(j’, j’), we have 
P( Ya E)G p(Z,.~~A,,,)~exp[(-A(A,;,)+ 1)4(_c’)]. (4.1) 
Further, since CE (1, c,], (H4) implies that A(A,;,)> k+2. So, in view of (4.1), we 
obtain for j 2 max( jO, j’), 
P(Y,>&)~exp[-(k+l)4(_c’)]. (4.2) 
The right member of (4.2) being summable, the Borel-Cantelli Lemma yields the 
proof. 0 
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Lemma 4.5. Assume (Hl)-(H4). Then, for every E E [w+\(O), there exists P-as. U()E rW: 
such that, ifu > u”, we haue d(Z,, K(k)) < E. 
Proof. For every c E (1, +a), j E Nk, and u E Z,(c), 
=A,+A,+A,. 
Lemma 4.3 implies that there exists j’~ IA” such that, if j zj”, then A3 <$E. Now, 
for every 6 E R+\(O), there exists j’ (not depending on c) such that, for j zj’, we 
have 1 G ( CJ(S’)/ D(u))“” G cak” (1 + 6) and, in view of Lemma 4.3,112,~1/ is bounded 
with respect to j. Therefore, if c is close to 1 and j is sufficiently large, we obtain 
A2 < +E. Finally, Lemma 4.4 implies that for c close to 1 and for j sufficiently large, 
A, <fe. Therefore, if u is sufficiently large, we conclude that d(Z,,, K(k)) < E. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let g E K(k) and assume (Hl)-(H4). Then, for every F E F!+\(O), there 
exists c = c, E (1, +a) such that 
P(llZ,, -gll G F i.0.) = 1. 
Proof. Let g E K(k). There exists j’E I?(k) such that F(f) = g and i(f) = A (g). For 
every (a, 6) E R+\{O), put 
A,= ill 1 (4(,c;)),,2 W”‘‘-f <s , II I 
and Bj={ljZ,~-gJ/<E), where 
Let R>k+l; in view of (H2), for 6 sufficiently small, P(Aj n Br) d 
exp(-(k-t 1)4(_c’)). We deduce that cjCN h P(A, n Bf) < +a. Since there exists c = 
c, E (1, -COO) such that P(A, i.o.) = 1 (Park, 1974, p. 484), we obtain P(B, i.o.) = 1, 
for c= c,. 0 
We are now ready to state the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for the k-parameter 
process Z = {Z, = F(&): r4 E R:}. 
Theorem 4.7. Assume (Hl)-(H4). Then the k-parameterprocess {Z, = F(&,): u E IX:} 
is P-a.s. relatively compact and P(C(Z,: u ER:) = K(k)) = 1. 
Proof. First, K(k) being compact, Lemma 4.5 shows that (2,: u CR:} is P-a.s. 
relatively compact and P( C(Z,, : u E R:) c K(k)) = 1. Next, Lemma 4.6 implies that 
P(C(Z,: uE(W:)xK(k))=l. 0 
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Corollary 4.8. Let E be a topological space and let G : Yerqk + E be a continuous mapping. 
Further, assume (Hl)-(H4). Then the k-parameter process {G(Z,,): u E R:} is P-as. 
relatively compact and P(C(G(Z,,): uER:)= G(K(k)))= 1. Cl 
Let us now turn our attention to the application of Theorem 4.7 to the stochastic 
volume V,. Remember that V, = F(W), where F: %“*‘+ %‘32 and 
‘2 ‘I 
F(f)(t) =: C E<, j-e H. 
<7GSz II 0 0 
f;,,,,(u,, u,t$%, , 4 du, du,, 
1 
For every u~lw:, t=(t,, tz)ER:, we have, in this special case, Z,,(t) = F(&,)( t) = 
w~tM@(w’. We already know that conditions (Hl) and (H2) are satisfied 
(Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4). 
Lemma 4.9. (H3) and (H4) are satisjied. 
Proof. To verify (H3) take LY = 3 and use Lemma 2.2. For the verification of (H4), 
let c E (1, +co). If A(A,:,) = +OO the assertion follows. Let us assume that A(A,,) < 
+KJ and g E A,, such that A(g) < +a. Let f~ H with i(f) = h(g) and F(f) = g. 
Since g E A,, , there exists (s, t) E [0, 112 with s/_c< t s s such that Ig(s) -g( t)l &E. 
We have 
Ig(s) - g(t)1 s lg( S,,S2)-dS,, fJl+lg(s,, f2)-dt,r f2)l. 
Next, 
lg(s, 7 4 -As, > 4 
“&,,(u,, 2)e(u,, u,)~(u,, u2) du, du, 
1 2 
?i&3, 
x-(u,, u2)( du,)2duT]“2 
au2 
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Applying the same argument to Jg(s, , 1J - g( t,, r2)1, we obtain :E d (g(s) -g( t)j s 
8fi(l- l/c)“‘(i;(f))““. So, x(f) 2 (c/(32fi))(c/(c- 1))“3. Therefore there exists 
c,E(~,+w) such that, for c~(l,c,], h(g)=i(f)a4, so A(A,:,)zI. Thus (H4) is 
satisfied. 0 
Henceforth (Lemma 4.9), we have the following functional law of the iterated 
logarithm for the stochastic volume V,. 
Theorem 4.10. The two-parameter process {Z,, = V,( II. )/(@(u))“‘: u E R:} is P-ax. 
relatively compact in %“3r and P(C(Z, : u E 5X:) = K(2)) = 1. 0 
Finally, Theorem 4.10, Corollary 4.8, and the symmetry of the law of V3 (Proposi- 
tion 2.4(i)) yield: 
Corollary 4.11. We have 
V,(u) V,(u) 
-1,‘lJ:f cQp(uj)3,2 = liE:Lp cQcul)312 = sup W)(l, 1). 
lEK(2) 
Remarks. (i) Similar techniques were used by Baldi (1986) to prove a functional 
law of the iterated logarithm for Levy’s area process V2. One may expect that these 
techniques also apply for n 3 4. For this, one should first prove the equivalence of 
the two methods of construction of the stochastic volume by extending Green’s 
stochastic formula. 
(ii) The functional law of the iterated logarithm for VI is proved by Helmes, 
Remillard and Theodorescu (1986) by other techniques using the so-called L&y’s 
formulas. 
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